
This class is a great way to build confidence, engagement and focus in challenging and distracting

environments.

We will explore various training exercises that will all help build reliable recalls, loose lead walking,

stays amidst distractions and so much more.

Utilising a variety of exercises from several different canine sports, including rally, gundog

training, hoopers and scent work, this class will really challenge your dog both mentally and

physically in a really fun way!

Rally
Rally is a canine activity derived from heelwork elements of competitive obedience. However we are

not teaching strict obedience. It is a game of circuits; each course is made up of a series of

stations. Each one has a set exercise or pattern to perform before moving on to the next one. 

We start on a loose lead and progress to being off the lead.

Hoopers
Hoopers is a great low impact sport; each course consists of hoops and tunnels for the dogs to run

through, barrels to run around and mats to stop on. It is a great way to help build coordination

and proprioception. Our aim with these exercises is to build distance and reliability.

Gundog training
Gundog training is a series of simple exercises done well. It fits really well into our circuits

exercises . We will work towards the grade one test, assessed in house. This short test comprises

heel work, sit and stay, recall and simple retrieves. 

Scent work 
Scent work The scent work element involves adding fun food and toy searches to the weekly

exercises to help build confidence and problem solving skills. *

Please note that this is not a scent work class; if you would like to learn about scent detection and

how to train your dog to find a specific chosen odour please ask about scent detection classes. *If

you are attending scent detection training classes, you can choose to search for your chosen odour

or food.
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Bowl and water

Appropriate footwear

long line*

harness or flat collar

6' lead

favourite toy/s

lots of tasty treats

mat for your dog to settle on

Each course is 6 weeks long with the option of returning for multiple blocks. I anticipate this

course to be very popular.

To be eligible to join, you must complete the Pure Foundations course, either online or face to face,

or have attended a regular training class with me.

Please get in touch if you are unsure of your suitability.

Each class will be held outside on grass at our purpose built secure training area. 

What you will need:

To book a place please email PureDogTraining@hotmail.com to request a booking form.

The price for each 6 week block is £107, paid prior to the course commencing.

Prior to the class start date, you will receive an introduction pack. This will include directions, wit

video description of what to expect, to help you to relax!

There will be some theory to read through and some games to practice to help set you and your

dog up for success and allow you to get straight into the training exercises.


